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INTRODUCTION.

Banjo’s first war

Born 1864 – 1941.

PREFACE:

Banjo – the legend.

Revered for his much loved poems and ballads, Banjo’s wartime service
and work with horses is less known and very little has been written
regarding his participation in two wars. The Boer War and World War
One. This book will set out to address this gap and present Banjo in
another light.
Banjo’s early childhood was spent in the New South Wales area around
Orange, a predominately farming area. His life there has been well
documented. Like all farm lads, time with horses stood him in good
stead – and later as a polo player and picnic racing enthusiast. The name
Banjo was borrowed from a horse his father owned - a race horse named
‘The Banjo. Another claims he won a race on a horse of that name.
Whatever the truth, he adopted it as an unidentified contributor to the
Bulletin, which in time became a nickname that stuck.
Banjo’s military career has received less attention than it deserves
possibly because of his popularity in the literary field., and less as a war
correspondent during the Boer War and in 1915 commanding the 2nd
Remount Unit, later to become the Australian Remount Depot, in the
Middle East.
Major Paterson’s role in charge of a very mobile Remount Depot in the
Middle East saw thousands of horses passed through his hands, and is a
subject which deserves recording; despite the fact that information
available was sparse and often difficult to undercover.
Like much of history which features comments made often by troopers
expressing an opinion, it can be subjective.
What is clear however is the work of the Remount Depots in preparing
and supplying fit horses to the Light Horsemen. It was a vital role and
in no small way contributed to the success of the battles in the Middle
East. Tributes must go too to the horses which endured so much, and in
the end, received such a poor reward. The Middle East campaign seems,
in some respects, the forgotten war when Gallipoli and the Western
Front have taken precedence.
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EARLY DAYS.
Andrew Barton Paterson affectionately referred to as Banjo, has a well documented early life
set down in numerous articles and books such as “The Song of the Pen”. His love of the bush,
its birdlife and of course, the horses all faithfully recorded. One of the lesser known details
about him was the fact that he had an early childhood accident to his right arm when it was
said his nurse dropped him. It was not discovered and had not set properly. It was not until he
fell off a horse at the age of eight that the damage was found and by then it was too late to
correct the deformity which became worse as he grew to adulthood, exacerbated by numerous
falls and further breakages. As a result Banjo had one arm shorter than the other with some
muscular weakness– something he said gave him a light touch on the reins and contributed to
his amateur riding success. This injury has been reported in some sectors as a war injury and
the following document may well have contributed to this. The date clearly says 16/7/17
listed as a ‘debility’ under the Casualty heading and referred Australian General Head
Quarters. Some reports stated he was wounded in 1916 in France when indeed he was actually
in Egypt. History is full of anomalies. Whatever the outcome, the Army had no problem with
it and it certainly had little effect on his writing output.

His career as Solicitor prior to

leaving for South Africa as an Official War Correspondent for the Sydney Morning Herald
and The Age, is well documented. His fame as a bush poet, a writer of hundreds of ballads
and journalistic articles needs no introduction. What is lesser known is his success in running
the Remount Depots in Egypt in World War One.

With his early history as a farmer,

bushman, writer, solicitor and amateur race horse rider, the love of horses set him on
pathways far removed from the Solicitors office. At the Boer War (1899 – 1902) we find
Banjo not only as a war correspondent, but as a man who loved horses. The care of the bush
bred Walers had a profound affect on him in South Africa, which stood him in good stead
later, in Egypt.
He has been described as man with a penetrating intense gaze, quick moving and deeply
reflective. Banjo said “I am very particular about my work.”

THE ANGLO-BOER WAR.
1899 - 1902

:
Banjo enjoyed the success of his writings after a rocky start when the Editor
of the Bulletin threw his first pamphlet into the bin in 1885/6– and it was said
that rather than face a similar fate, he submitted his copy under the
pseudonym the “The Banjo”. Against Archibald’s better judgement, he
hesitatingly published the new submission and it wasn’t until 1889, A.B.
Paterson’s identity was revealed with the publication of “Clancy of the
Overflow”. Public acclamation quickly followed. There was some criticism
of his writing style by Dr Brian Elliot, who stated he was best of all in short
passages of digressive reflection.
Banjo explained the origin of his pen-name. "It has nothing to do with my
second initial — B. — as some people seem to think. By the way, my first
name has been misprinted. It is not Arthur, but Andrew. 'Banjo' was the name
of a horse I once rode.
I was at a loss for a signature for my first contribution, not wishing to put my
own name, and Banjo being in my mind at the time, I just slapped that down,
and, somehow, it stuck to me.”
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In 1899 the Empire called for assistance, the second Anglo Boer War had
broken out in South Africa and Australia rallied with enthusiasm.

This

offered Banjo an opportunity to expand on his writing and personal
experiences after a career as a Solicitor. In October 1999 he was appointed an
accredited war correspondent for the Sydney Morning Herald and the Age
and he sailed to South Africa with the New South Wales Lancers on the S.S.
Kent departing on the 6th November that year. Little did he know that his
experience with the transport of Army horses at sea and their treatment on
land was to play a pivotal role in the transport and care of animals in another
war in 1914.
When the call came to go to South Africa – Banjo was there.
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At Albany in Western Australia, ships had assembled for the voyage to South
Africa and Banjo wrote: "Sunday, November 1, was a red-letter day in the
history of Australia, for on that day our big fleet of transports put out from
Albany for the long trip across half the world,"
Leaving Albany for
South Africa.

The Australian Horse
and the New South
Wales Lancers were
the only Australian
cavalry regiments to
go to South Africa
where they served as squadrons attached to British regiments. (The famous
Cavalry Division was commanded by Lieutenant General John French.) 38
Lancers, 91 Army Medical Corps and 153 horses were loaded and the ship
embarked from the Victoria Barracks in Sydney following a grand send-off,
which included the Governor of Sydney.
From all accounts it was
a miserable wet day, yet
the crowd braved the
conditions huddling under
umbrellas.
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Banjo’s experience of the world was limited one might well say, to Australian
life in the bush and as a solicitor in Sydney. It must be remembered that he was
already in his mid thirties when he left for South Africa having been born in
1864 near Orange in NSW.
Leaving for South Africa.
On the 6th
November the S.S.
Kent (pictured) left
Albany in Western
Australia bound for
South Africa now
carrying 180 horses.
Banjo described the toll taken on the horses during the twenty day trip:
“On Prince of Wales Birthday we worked our way round the dreaded Leuwin,
the Cape of Storms. Luckily it was a fine calm day; but still there was a long
rolling swell on, and now and again the Kent rolls her gunwales down to it,
while the horses slip and slide backwards and forwards in their stalls; at one
moment they are sliding downwards with their forefoot braced out in front of
them, and the next moment they are swung back on to their haunches, and have
much ado to avoid sitting on their tails; and this is one of the steadiest sea boats
that ever floated”.
Life for the horses at sea was traumatic with a severe storm in the Bight where
one horse was lost. The twenty days turned into thirty four days at sea… an
endurance test for the men and horses pictured here being loaded in Sydney.
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(Photo by Crown Studios).

2nd Victorian Contingent
loading their horses.
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A drawing of the upper deck of the S.S Kent showing the horses in their stalls.

Regulations regarding the horses
stated that horses must be carried on
wooden or wood-sheathed decks,
cemented or a platform over metal
decking.
Remembering too that ships were
hastily converted from passenger
carrying vessels to live-stock.
Horse stalls were built which were
woefully small. Rough weather
caused horses to fall down but unable to stand up. Terrible injuries were the
result. One report in the Western Mail wrote that Mr A.B. Paterson (Banjo) had
travelled with his own horses. Clearly Banjo was worried about their safety as
the following letter advises.
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This letter addressed to
Captain Oliver confirms that
Banjo secured a door mat to
assist his horse remain
upright during heavy seas.
A soldier wrote from Cape
Town (April 1900)
His letter gave a long
account of his experiences
on board extricating fallen
horses from the wreckage of
stalls smashed in stormy
weather,
received

of
while

the

kicks

attending

them, and another while
landing

was

proceeding

which temporarily disabled him.
This was by no means unique and all voyages experienced hardships and as a
result the horses often died onboard or landed in a distressed condition. Many
of the men had taken their own horses which the army purchased and to see the
suffering of a favourite mount must have been terrible.
The daily routine started when the bugle sounded for “stables” at 4am and the
men took down the rails between the horses, swept out the stalls, and threw
litter overboard as the forage was being brought up from below. It is mixed into
a mash in large tubs and the men load it on their backs and begin feeding out.
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“The horses get to know the routine and constantly whinny and paw at the floor,
taking their feed boxes in their teeth, raising it and dropping it and then rattling
it.” One officer of Lancers and one of the Medical Corps inspect each day, and
they have to see the forage drawn and report on it. They have to see the horses
fed and the stalls cleaned, and visit the troops' quarters at meals, and listen to all
complaints. This following extract describes the difficulties experienced:

“At times the management of the horses was extremely difficult. Some of the
animals were stalled on a hatchway, three feet above the deck,
and from that bad eminence they looked down on all the horses stabled on the
level deck below them. On one occasion a ferocious animal had
all the other horses in a state of torment, trampling on the floor, plunging
backwards and forwards, rushing against the bar in front of them, and
generally proposing to wreck the whole outfit. The fittings creaked and
crackled, and if these had carried away the horses on the hatch would have
plunged in among the others down on the deck, and carried the lot
overboard.
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For a while a terrible smash was about as close as one could care to see. They
knocked out a long bar that was nailed on the floor as a foot grip, and they
plunged and kicked at it worse than ever. But willing hands invariably restored
order.”
Banjo’s poem written onboard the S.S. Kent.:
ANOTHER BLESSED HORSES FELL DOWN.
When you're lying in your hammock, sleeping soft and sleeping sound,
Without a care or trouble on your mind,
And there's nothing to disturb you but the engines going round,
And you're dreaming of the girl you left behind;
In the middle of your joys you'll be wakened by a noise
And a clatter on the deck above your crown,
And you'll head the corporal shout as he turns the picket out,
"There's another blessed horse fell down."
You can see 'em in the morning, when you're cleaning out the stall,
A-leaning on the railings nearly dead,
And you reckon by the evening they'll be pretty sure to fall;
And you curse them as you tumble into bed.
Oh, you'll hear it pretty soon, "Pass the word for Denny Moon,
There's a horse here throwing handsprings like a clown;"
And it's shove the others back, or he'll cripple half the pack;
"There's another blessed horse fell down."

And when the war is over and the fighting is all done,
And you're all at home with medals on your chest,
And you've learnt to sleep so soundly that the firing of a gun
At your bedside wouldn't rob you of your rest;
As you lay in slumber deep, if your wife walks in her sleep,
And tumbles down the stairs and breaks her crown,
Oh, it won't awaken you, for you'll say, "It's nothing new,
It's another blessed horse fell down."
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After a 30-day voyage aboard the Kent, trying as best they could to care for
their horses in the relentless swell, the Lancers arrived at Port Elizabeth and
were immediately sent on to Cape Town. Banjo secured his war correspondent’s
license and travelled with them and their horses to join General John French’s
cavalry division, and some of Britain’s most famous regiments. Their job - to
defend the Cape Colony against the Boers from the Orange Free State. There is
no finer account of the Boer War and Banjo’s dispatches than RW.
Droogleever’s “From the Front”.

N. .S.W contributed 5,872 horses to the Boer War
Victoria

3825

Sth Aust.

1444

W. Aust.

1183

Qld.

3207

Tasmania

xvi

783

List of Ships leaving for South Africa: 1899 - 1902
New South Wales Lancers 10-10-99 Nineveh
2nd Draft NSW Lancers 28-10-99 Kent

England

Sydney

1st Contingent NSW AMC 30-10-99 Kent

Sydney

1st Queensland Mtd Inf 01-11-99 Cornwall Brisbane
'A' Sqdn NSW Mtd Rifles 03-11-99 Aberdeen Sydney
1st Australian Horse 14-11-99 Langton Grange Newcastle
A Battery, Royal Aust Arty 30-12-99 Warrigal Sydney
3rd Draft NSW Lancers and 2nd Cont NSWAMC 17-01-00 Moravian Sydney
1st NSW Mounted Rifles and NSWAMC Stretch Bearer Section 17-01-00 Southern
Cross Sydney
Service Squadron 1st Australian Horse 17-01-00 Surrey Sydney
4th Draft NSW Lancers 16-02-00 Australian Sydney
NSW Citizens Bushmen 28-02-00 Atlantian/Maplemore Sydney
3rd Qland Mounted Inf 01-03-00 Duke of Portland Brisbane
NSW Imperial Bushmen 23-04-00 Armenian Sydney
4th Qland Imp Bushmen 18-05-00 Manchester Port Brisbane
5th West Aust Mtd Inf 06-03-01 Devon Fremantle
5th Qland Imp Bushmen 06-03-01 Templemore Brisbane
A Bty, Royal Aust Arty, Draft 15-03-01 Custodian/Maplemore ? Sydney
2nd NSW Mounted Rifles 15-03-01 Custodian/Maplemore Sydney
2nd NSW Mounted Rifles Draft 21-03-01 British Princess/Ranee ? Sydney
Imperial Draft Contingent NSW AMC 17-03-01 Custodian/Maplemore Sydney
2nd Tasmanian Imperial Bushmen 27-03-01 Chicago

Hobart

3rd NSW Mtd Rifles B & D Squadrons 15-03-01 Maplemore Sydney
3rd NSW Mtd Rifles A,C & E Squadrons 21-03-01 British Princess Sydney
3rd NSW Mtd Rifles Machine Gun Section 21-03-01 Ranee

Sydney

3rd NSW Mounted Rifles Drafts 05-04-01 Antillian Sydney
6th West Aust Mounted Infantry 10-04-01 Ulstermore Fremantle
Commonwealth Army Medical Corps 12-02-02 Manchester Merchant Sydney
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1st Bn Aust C'wealth Horse (NSW) 18-02-02 Custodian Sydney
2nd Bn Aust C'wealth Horse (WA) 26-02-02 Manchester Merchant Fremantle
3rd Bn Aust C'wealth Horse (NSW) 01-04-02 Manhattan Sydney
4th Bn Aust C'wealth Horse (WA) 07-04-02 Templemore/Englishman Fremantle
5th Bn Aust Commonwealth Horse 22-05-02 Columbian Sydney
7th Bn Aust Commonwealth Horse 19-05-02 Custodian Brisbane
8th Bn Aust Commonwealth Horse (WA) 02-06-02 St. Andrew Fremantle
Commonwealth Army Medical Corps 11-02-02 Manchester Merchant Sydney

Horses unloaded at
Cape Town.
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On arrival, Banjo
had

asked

Sir

Alfred Milner for
permission to go to
the

front

as

a

correspondent with
the

Australians.

Milner jokingly remarked, “There soon would be more correspondents than
fighting men on the front.” However he did give him a letter to the Chief Press
Censor saying, “ The Australians ought to have a man of their own to report the
exploits of the soldiers to the various parts of Australia from which they came.”
Not long after his arrival, Sir Alfred Milner asked Banjo to entertain two
English ladies on a hunting trip. He needed a suitable horse. A lucky break
came in the form of a groom who knew Banjo from Sydney when he had ridden
in a race. Banjo cajoled him to ‘borrow’ a decent horse so he could accompany
the two titled ladies on a jackal hunt. The groom said that he’d sneak one out to
him but that Banjo would have to put him on the train himself “It wouldn’t do to
let Sir Halfred Milner know you ‘ad a Guv’ment ‘orse.”
Next morning they met at daylight and the groom handed
over a good looking Argentine horse, saddled and
bridled, in exchange for a nefarious money transaction.
Milner had commented that “Australians can always get
a horse”.
Paterson wrote later about the two ladies - ".. and their
features had all the repose that marks the cast of Vere de
Vere. Both carried whiskey and water in hunting flacks,
and they both smoked cigarettes . . ."
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He said later that they regarding him a ‘wild colonial boy’ A bronco-buster from
the colonies. An attitude that prevailed by the professional British soldier into
World War One. “Damned colonial” was not an uncommon expression.
Horses were hard to come by as they
were commandeered by the military or
in such poor condition they were unable
to be ridden. “Yet,” said Banjo., “ Out
in the bay there are ships full of horses
but the bull-headed English Admiral in
charge of the Port won’t let them come
ashore.”
The Captain of the S.S. Kent had only just tied up at the wharf at Port Elizabeth
when he was ordered out again. He refused. The tirade which followed went
something like this: “Do you think, that because a lot of d…… silly Australians
write a letter that you are going to disobey my b……… orders?”
The ship finally unloaded at the Cape. Our horses came ashore terrified on
landing after nearly three weeks at sea. The first one promptly kicked a trooper,
luckily causing no injury. In pairs they were led up the wharf and out to a
camp. Most of these horses were former police horses – first class Walers. The
horses had to be picketed at night, something they had never been used to, many
trying to kick themselves free. A sleepless night was had by all.
In “Happy Dispatches” Banjo elaborates further on the business of obtaining or
disposing of remounts. “Horse Stealing” was directly attributed to having been
a ‘wild, untamed’ Australian’.
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The Generals growl all the time about their horses said Banjo. “And when I do
get them a good horse they expect me to sit in the dirt and hold it for them till
they like to come for it.”
Stealing horses was by no means confined to the Australians.
Tabitha Jackson’s account in her book ‘The Boer War’ makes mention of a
British soldier who used to go out at night and steal horses from the Boers and
sell them to the English.
Banjo also became friendly with the Duke of Teck, the director of remounts,
who complained bitterly about his job; he said he had issued ten thousand
horses since he had been in the job and according to the army had not issued a
single good one. Paterson was amused to find the word "Stellenbosched"
coined. The Remount Camp was in fact located at Stellenbosch. Lord Roberts,
the Commander in Chief would relegate any senior officer who annoyed him to
the Camp. Today the camp area is open parkland with no sign at all of the
former “Stellenbosch” Remount Camp.
Banjo wrote that the Duke of Teck saw me one day riding a big Australian
mare, he said: "Here, you Australian fella, I want that mare for a general. How
much do you want for her?" Seeing that he could have commandeered the mare
or fixed the price himself, he gave me a fair deal. When I said that I wanted
thirty-five guineas for her, he amused himself by acting the horse broker. “I
think she's blind," he said, walking up to the mare and making a swipe at her
with his hat, which caused her nearly to jump from under me. Then he fixed his
eyes on a small bump on one of her forelegs. "I don't like the fetlock," he said. "I
think she's just starting to go there. If I buy her for a general and she can't
retreat fast enough and he gets captured what are they going to say about me?"
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As the mare, though old, was a thoroughbred and perfectly sound, I offered to
ride her up a kopje, and retreat down it faster than any general's horse in the
British Army. So after making a sort of prizefighter's swing at her ribs to test
her wind, he handed me a cheque and told me to deliver the mare straight away
at the depot. This I did--and luckily for myself got a receipt for her. (Happy
Dispatches)

Paterson also recorded with that "Australian horse-thief" was a popular phrase,
due to "the all-round reputation that the Australians had made for themselves
from the moment they arrived".*
The following story adds to the problems of obtaining and keeping a good
horse. It is told by Julian Ralph, an English Correspondent and also published in
“The Boer War”.
I awoke one morning to find my sturdy black pony had been taken quietly from
under my very nose. I raved and stamped and swore at the loss. My sympathetic
black boy tried to console me. "If master like," he said, "I go catch another
horse."
But so high and pure was my morality at that time that I almost thrashed him on
the spot for daring to make such a suggestion. II walked away disconsolate, and
sought a friend whose ribboned breast showed that he had seen service in every
quarter of the globe.
His answer to my request was short and simple. "Go and see whether he is
picketed with ---- Horse" (wild rhinoceri will not drag from me the name of that
gallant regiment of M.I.). I went, and there conspicuously displayed in the front
rank of the tethered horses was my black pony.
I did not hesitate, but, blessing the members of ---- Horse for so kindly caring
for my poor wandering pony, I began to untie the ream of the halter.

But the watchful eye of one of the men was open, and I was startled to hear a
noise at my side say, "Well, upon my soul, this beats cock-fighting. You come to
the wrong shop if you think you can steal a horse from this regiment," and he
roughly took the reins out of my hand. This was the answer, "he belongs to my
captain. Why, look at the brand." And, sure enough, on my poor pony's quarters
were three big letters which represented, I suppose, his initials.
But I was in no way cast down. To go and explain to the officer that a little
mistake had occurred was, after all, quite an easy matter, and I approached the
gentleman who was sitting under a mimosa bush having breakfast. I explained
the matter to him, and asked permission to lead my property home. But the
captain roared with laughter. "Lead my horse home?" he shouted in another
burst of laughter. "I like that. Why, do you know that the dam of that horse
belonged to my Uncle Jim?
He was the first man in that part of the country. Why," and again he laughed, "I
remember when that black pony of mine was foaled. It was the 7th, no--the 10th
of October. I remember quite well, for three weeks after we had a big garden
party and all the ladies fell in love with the little beggar because he ate bread
and butter from their hands and was the greediest beggar you ever saw after
chocolate creams. Why, damme, if I didn't take that pony home again, I believe
my old governor would cut me off with a shilling."
I stood aghast. What a fool, what a sanguinary fool I was to go and make such a
mistake. My apologies were ample, humble and profuse.
But as I passed the horse-lines again I could not help thinking how singularly
like my lost pony was the animal which, as a foal, so amused the ladies at the
garden party. And then I did the foolishest thing I ever did in all my life. I
bought a new horse.
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Twenty-four hours afterwards it was claimed by four different officers, and I
narrowly escaped hanging at the hands of the Provost Marshal, who at once
ordered me to return the animal to its rightful owner. I gave it up to the four
claimants, and let them decide among themselves the question of ownership.
And now I had but one pony left--and I guarded it as the apple of my eye. But
again the Fates were against me, and it went off--I do not for a moment suggest
that it was taken off. Again I tried ----'s Horse and all the Regular and Irregular
Corps in the force, and was indignantly rebuked for daring to look for a stray
horse in their lines. And so I was reduced to walking to and fro at Paardeberg
Camp.
But one fine afternoon, returning across the huge endless plain, I was nearly
ridden down by a subaltern, and as I glanced at the reckless rider I saw that he
was riding my pony. I shouted and yelled to him to stop, which he did.
"You are riding my pony," said I.
"I'm not," was the laconic answer.
"But I'm sure of it."
"So am I."
"Well, you're wrong this time. That pony is mine. I've had him for three months
and I know him as well as I know my own boots."
But there was never a blush on the face of the subaltern. The pony he rode was,
he admitted, of a very common type as regards colour and height. And he
discussed at great length the difficulty of recognizing horses. He told us that one
of the greatest horse-dealers in London failed to recognize a horse that he had
himself ridden a whole year.
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And then he drowned me in dates. The pony he was riding was bought for the
remount of December 13th, kept at Stellenbosch till January 4th, arrived at De
Aar on January 6th, was used there by a staff officer who did not like him and
sent him up to Orange River on February 1st. On February 5th he became the
property of the subaltern, who appeared to have tethered the beast at night to
his waist, so positive was he that "he had never lost sight of the pony since."
What could I say?
I couldn't call him a liar, for he was a tall, well-made subaltern, and he might
have knocked me down, so I let him ride my pony away, and I trudged home to
my camp beside the river.
Early next morning I collected all the servants and I addressed them as follows:
"I have not got a single riding-horse left, and I want some; go and get some."
It was a laconic speech, but wonderfully effective. By five o'clock that afternoon
three grand beasts were standing under the shelter of the river bank close to my
camp, undergoing the different processes of hogging, tail-cutting, dyeing and
other forms of transformation used by horse-stealers.
In ten days I could have mounted a whole troop of cavalry. I will confess that I
was a bit frightened, when, at five o'clock one morning, they brought me two
magnificent chargers, for I recognized them as the property of the Commanderin-Chief. But although I delayed His Excellency's departure to Kimberley for an
hour, I succeeded in sending them back to his lines unperceived.
I now possess a splendid stud of saddle-horses. I find it so difficult to feed them
all, however, that it is my intention to offer them for sale next Wednesday. The
conditions of sale are the usual ones, but it is to be distinctly understood that if
any person dares to claim one of the animals as his own he will be turned out of
the enclosure with ignominy.
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It was during a period of endless waiting that Banjo fiddled with various items
of writing that developed into the journalist’s instinct for good copy.
His ironic style of humour was displayed in his articles for the Bulletin after a
brief stay amongst the top brass at the British Headquarters in Cape Town. "A
War Office in Trouble", and one can picture Banjo seated amongst the hustle
and bustle of the war office with phones ringing, typewriters clacking, people
rushing to and fro.
The table is covered with papers. Troop lists – contracts- supplies – deliveries.
All marked URGENT. This excerpt says it all.
A clerk rushes shouting: "Cablegram from Australia offering troops, sir!"
Military man:: "No! can't have 'em. It has been decided not to use blacks, except
as a last resource."
Clerk: "But these are white troops, sir. It is officially desired that they be taken
if possible."
Military Man: "I didn't know they had an army at all. I knew they had police, of
course!"
Clerk: "There are seven distinct cablegrams, sir; seven distinct Commanders-inChief all offering troops."
The Military man sighs when he is informed that the instructions are from the
Cabinet…. and “let them come… let them come!”
Banjo also writes that many horses were commandeered from the farms, and if
they were sympathizers the Army paid good money for them. His dispatches
and letters contain very many human interest stories and poems which further
endeared him to the reading public. They also gave an insightful glimpses into
the lives of these hard working people who were simply protecting their land.
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Meeting with Olive Schreiner.
One of his best pieces of early journalism was undoubtedly his
interview with Olive Schreiner, under the heading of "From the
Boer Side" (17 February).
She said: . "You Australians and New Zealanders and Canadians, I cannot
understand it at all, why you come here lightheartedly to shoot down other
colonists of whom you know nothing — it is terrible. Such fine men too — fine
fellows."
It was a question that rose on many lips during the war and still has one
wondering why on earth we were there. Olive had a point. Her brother was the
Premier, and he too shared her view. As prime minister, Schreiner favoured
negotiation rather than hostilities, to the chagrin of the governor and high
commissioner, Alfred Milner, who was actively promoting war. Schreiner was
forced to resign in June 1900. It is interesting to note that
Olive too was interested in becoming a war correspondent
but ill health prevented her from accepting a position with
the Manchester Guardian. Many soldiers asked themselves
the same question: “What am I doing here?” James Smith,
an Imperial Bushman, asked the question “I don’t know what we are doing or
where I’m going and nobody can tell me.”
In my book “Follow the Flag” this confusion is explored in detail.
The New York Journal stated “The Boers are fighting for everything a man
holds dear. They are fighting against a machine soldier. The Boer soldier is
fighting for a prize worth winning . Tommy Atkins is fighting for a shilling a
day. Hence the difference”.
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At least they knew what they
were fighting for even if many
of the colonial troops did not. It
was widely known as The White
Man’s War”

The
Remount Camp at Stellenbosch.
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War Correspondent.
Banjo spent nine months attached to General French’s column writing many
graphic accounts of the encounters with the Boers. He rode into Bloemfontein
and the relief of the Kimberley. His dispatches
were

of

such

quality

that

Reuters,

the

International news agency appointed him their
official correspondent- an honour he valued for
the rest of his life. “A war correspondent, in
army eyes, is an evil to be tolerated, in fact he is
distinctly nah-poo, as we used afterwards to say
in France.
Being an Australian, a steeplechase rider and
polo player, I had a (possibly fictitious)
reputation as a judge of a horse, and was
constantly asked to go and pick horses for
officers out of the remount depots.”
Banjo reported on the arrival of fresh horses
during the advance to Bloemfontein that the
Australian Horses 2nd contingent’s horses were relatively fresh.

“.. as we

marched up to this camp the First Australian Horse were given the post of
honour, right out in the front of the army, ahead of Remington Scouts, ahead of
everybody, the nearest men of all to the enemy.
They spread out in good style too, theft fresh well-filled-out horses evoking
great praise as they swung along with the true Wales stride.”
The recent horses purchased and taken to Africa from Australia are a
disappointment it was claimed. The majority of horses purchased are now
either dead or useless.
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As a general comment many of them had been delivery horses pulling vans
around the city, others were Cobb and Co. coach horses their shoulders, legs,
and pasterns badly affected by the paved streets of Sydney and Melbourne.
They were unsuitable for cavalry work and soon shows signs of fatigue. Unlike
the hardy bush bred Waler.
Banjo rode with the New South Wales Lancers as they headed into enemy
territory on a journey of over 800 kilometres, surviving a number of skirmishes
on the way.
The news tent.

He rode his favourite saddle horse, brought from Australia, and took a packhorse and a cart-horse to carry supplies, the saddle horse sold, as recorded in an
earlier chapter, to The Duke of Tek. One fell sick at Bloemfontein, and the
third was left in Basutoland, a Australian Waler horse - a great horse which
carried Banjo right through his time in South Africa.
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The war correspondents in the field at Ladysmith.

In his Poem about the Lancers he wrote:
“And in the front the Lancers rode that New South Wales had sent: With easy
stride across the plain their lean, long Walers went. Unknown, untried, those
squadrons were, but proudly out they drew Beside the English regiments that
fought at Waterloo.”
Banjo’s account of the march to the Kimberley:
During his account of the march to Kimberley, his unit joined up with French’s
Forces at the Modder, Banjo wrote how the horses were dying of cold and of
suffocation and from the dust. Soldiers dropped out of the ranks delirious with
heat and thirst. It was the horses that concerned him most, the shortage of
rations, more that there was no horse-feed since the Boers had fired the grass,
and smoke added to the misery of the dust and the heat. Banjo was to recall
these events a few years later when he was in the Middle East.
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"The big English horses of the Scots Greys, did not stand up to the conditions
anywhere near as well as the wiry Australian "walers": gun-horses dropped in
their harness, and the pistol-shots constantly marked the sad end of their
misery.”
At the relief of Kimberley again it was not the moments of glory and success
that he remembered, but the horses, exhausted from heat and overwork, being
shot as they collapsed.
It was his expertise with horse that stood him in good stead. "Attaining a status
in the army that I would never have reached as a correspondent". The horses,
indeed, became "the key to more valuable acquaintanceships and good
friendships than either rank or riches".
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On a hard day's march, horses were given a meagre meal, at dawn, of a
handful of hard, uncrushed Indian corn, he wrote. “Then they stood saddled
with six stone of equipment often into the blazing noon, while their riders
waited for orders. After a little maize or raw oats at midday they were
galloped or cantered most of the afternoon over rocky kopjes, then often tied
together all night. They were frequently left for forty-eight hours with their
saddles on, and no opportunity to rest after that. There were no glorious,
daring sorties at the foe, who did not keep in any one place long enough for
these exercises; such charges usually degenerated into the sorry spectacle of
a long drawn out string of weak and weary horses plodding hopelessly across
the veldt at a heavy canter.
Banjo wrote: The fact is that all well-bred horses were too delicate to stand
starvation, sickness and mismanagement. They became sick, refused their
food, and, of course, soon died.
The English horses fared no better
than ours, and, indeed, it would have
taken a lot of iron horses to stand the
vicious mishandling to which the
poor four-footed servants of the
Army were subjected. Good horse,
or bad horse, right type or wrong
type, the ill-treatment and hardships they had to undergo brought them all to one
level.
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The "five-pound scrubber" was quite as likely to survive as the finest example
of the weight carrying charger. It was not the volume of the work they had to do
which killed them; but the wretched conditions under which they were worked.
Banjo was mortified at the treatment of the horses in particular. “If our
horses could have been kept free from sickness, and have been properly
fed, they could have done all the Army work with the greatest of ease. As it
was, they died like flies.”
He wrote: The Trek (excerpt)
‘Oh, the weary, weary journey on the trek,
day after day,
With sun above and silent veldt below;
And our hearts keep turning homeward to
the youngsters far away
And the homestead where the climbing roses grow.
Shall we see the flats grow golden with the ripening of the grain?
Shall we hear the parrots calling on the bough?
Ah! The weary months of marching ere we hear them call again,
For we’re going on a long job now.
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Banjo and Breaker Morant.
Back in Australia, prior to the
war, Banjo and Harry (Breaker)
Morant had been friends both
riding at point to point meetings,
on the race track and polo field.
They had been introduced in
1893 by an Uncle of Patersons.
Banjo said this of Morant: “He
talked like a man without a care in the world. I found myself comparing him
with the picturesque heroes of the past who fought for their own land.”
After Morant’s death Banjo published several letters that had passed between
them confirming a strong affinity with their love of horses and the outback.
They corresponded regularly for some years in between visits.
3rd August 1985 “ Dear Paterson,
“Your letter (re the Hunt Club Races) came along as a welcome thunderstorm
and set a man yearning for ride over a fence…”
Paterson’s poem “ Jim Carew” is said to be modelled on Morant. In the 1990’s
Harry Morant came to Sydney and thereafter as often as he could. He and Banjo
rode in hunt club meets, they played polo and formed the North Richmond
team.
Morant wrote:
We’ll light our campfires while we may, and yarn beside the blaze,
The jingling hobble-chains shall make a music through the days.
It is surprising that Banjo makes little mention of meeting him in South Africa
as surely their paths must have crossed.
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Perhaps they met at the opulent Cape hotel – The Mount Nelson, where war
correspondents were known to gather and Harry too had been seen there.
Banjo’s opinion of him had soured it seems and he writes that “Gambled with
his chances all through his life, and the cards ran against him.” Harry was
described as a “slippery bastard” by some. Maybe Paterson was protecting his
own reputation and did not want to be tarnished by association with this devil
may care, likeable rascal. A man too handy with his fists, a heavy drinker at
times, a gambler and averse to paying to his debts. That said, Harry Morant we
must remember was an excellent horseman, with a charismatic personality, and
he cared deeply for the welfare of his horses – Cavalier, Condamine, Harlequin
and Bideford Boy. Bideford being Morant’s home town in England.
Harry Morant was a careless dresser according to Banjo,
stating he was often untidy and not at all in keeping with his
claimed status from British Gentlemen’s stock. This too
seems to be in contrast with others who recorded him a
‘natty’ dresser – which photos of him support. Perhaps it
was prudent not to confess they had been former friends back in Australia on
account of Harry’s misdemeanours. His death, said Banjo, who knew both the
best and worst of him, was consistent with his life. An interesting aside is the
fact that several items belong to Morant were found in June, 2017 on a rubbish
tip in Tenterfield, in regional New South Wales. There was a leather bandolier,
a flag with a 1901 design on it, and a coin with the name Edwin Henry Morant
engraved on it, but he was always known as Harry.
It does seem that Paterson was uncharitable in his attitude to his former friend
Breaker Morant, as Clement Semmler remarks in his book The Banjo of the
Bush.
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